In many applications (e.g. recognition of geophysical and biomedical signals and multiscale analysis of images), it is of interest to analyse and recognize phenomena occurring at different scales. The recently introduced wavelet transforms provide a time-and-scale decomposition of signals. But no corresponding statistical framework is currently available. Our purpose is to fill this gap. Our starting point is the theory of stationary processes on homogeneous trees which is shown to be the convenient framework for such a statistical multiscale signal processing. Here we introduce the corresponding system theory by investigating AR processes. This paper is a very short abstract of the report [7] intended to promote a widespread use of french.
Introduction.
Recently, physicists and mathematicians ([4] , [5] ) proposed a new family of transforms, called wavelet transforms, which provide a time and scale decomposition of signals.
More precisely, I. Daubechies [5] exhibits smooth functions $ such that the transform W", m ) provides a decomposition of f on an orthonormal basis of LZ(R). Notice that the test function $ is shifted for n fixed and m varying, and stretched for m fixed and n varying; hence scalar products with the shifted and stretched test function provide a time-and-scale decomposition of the signal f. Moving from a scale to the next finer one is done by associating to the point (Z-", m) the two points (2-("+'), 2m) and (2-("+'), 2m + 1). From this elementary remark follows that the natural index set for 1 is the set of the vertices of the homogeneous dyadic tree.
Stationary processes on the homogeneous dyadic tree have been introduced in [l] , where a Bochner-like theorem is stated which relates the covariance function of such processes to some spectral measure on the interval [-1, +1] . This work has been performed in cooperation with MIT/LIDS which is working on related topics; thanks are due to Alan S . Willsky and Ken C. Chou for fruitful discussions while visiting IRISA. This work is also supported by G.R. CNRS GO134 : Traitement du Signal et Image
In [3] , [6] , [l] , [2] , dyadic trees are viewed as infinite, connected, non directed, acyclic graphs with 3 branches originating from each vertex, see figure 1. The purpose of this work is twofold. First, we need to introduce some convenient partial order on the dyadic tree to account for the desired multiscale interpretation we wish to introduce; second, we want to develop parametric models for such processes.
2 Stationary processes on the dyadic tree.
For the sake of simplicity, we shall denote by 7 the dyadic tree as well as the set of its vertices. Given two vertices s and t , we denote by d ( s , t ) the number of branches of the cycle free path linking these two vertices: d is a distance on 7, and the two names of isometry or automorphism will both refer to any one-to-one map from 7 onto itself which preserves the distance d.
A process ( y f ) f E~ indexed by the dyadic tree 7 is said to be (second order) stationary if there exists a function r from N into R such that :
As expected, white noise corresponds to r(n) = 6(n) where 6 denotes the Dirac function. White noise will be denoted by (Wt)tcT or simply Wf in the sequel.
A partial order on the tree and its multiscale interpretation.
Select an arbitrary extremity of the tree as pointed in the figure 1, and call it -CO; then grasp the tree on -CO, lift it and shake it: other extremities of the tree, being subject to gravity, are going to hang down as shown in figure 2. Then the tree is shown to be partitioned according to horocycles, i.e. subsets of vertices lying at the same level on figure 2 (vertices on the same horocycle are at the "same distance" from -CO). This informal transformation of the tree can be properly formalized as in [3], [7] . According to the discussion in the introduction about the wavelet transform, vertices on the same level have to be interpreted as sample points at a given level of resolution. Going down is interpreted as refining the scale, going up is moving to coarser scales. We shall write respectively s 5 1 ( 3 4 t ) to indicate that s lies above of or at the same level as t (resp. strictly above t). Now our next objective will be to introduce the counterpart of the usual shift operator z-' on sequences: here we need to encode moves on the tree 7. To encode such moves, we introduce the following 5 shift operators : 0 (no move), 7-l (move 1 step towards -w), Q (move away from -w by turning right), p (move away from -m by turning left), 6 (exchanging closest neighbours at the same level), as depicted on figure 2. These operators satisfy the following relations:
= a Arbitrary moves on the tree can then be encoded via finite strings or words among the above alphabet after simplifications with suitable usea of the formulas above (exercise); such words w i l l be generically denoted by w , U, ..., and the set of all such words will be denoted by f . The length of a word w is the length of the move according to the distance d; it is denoted by IwI and is equal to the length of the string w according to the rules
If the word w encodes a move towards a higher or identical (resp. strictly higher) level, we shall write
Examples (see figure 2 ): s1 = 7-4t ~1 = 67-9 53 = ~d y -~t ~4 = aP67-9 sg = 8 '~6 7 -~t
To shorten the notations, we introduce the operator 6(") d&ed recursively by : if t = a y ' t then 6(")t = a6("-')7-'t if t = j37-9 then 6(")t = @6("-')7-'t with 6(') = 6. Notice that 16(")1 = 2n. For example, ss = 6(')t.
Spectral factorization and AR processes.
We wish to decompose stationary processes (Y,),,, on the dyadic tree as follows in a way similar to the usual Wold decomposition for time series. Of particular interest will be the A R processes of order n which satisfy a recursion of the form
It is shown in [7] that, in the above representation of AR(n) processes, O(2") AR coefficients aw take place, whereas there are exactly n degrees of freedom. To summarize, an exponentially growing number of coefficients are involved with an exponentially growing number of polynomial constraints: this naive representation of AR processes has to be dropped into trash. This problem will be the main subject of this paper.
A Schur-Levinson parametrization.
We shall show that the convenient solution of the above discussed problem about the parametrization of AR processes is provided by parametriaations of Schur-Levinson type.
Innovations and residuals.
Consider a stationary process (Y,)f,T on the dyadic tree. In the sequel, we shall denote by ' H {. . .} the Gaussian linear space spaned by the variables referred to in the brackets. Introduce the following family of spaces Yt,,, denotes the "past" oft of length n; notice that this space involves in particular indices which are at the same level as t. Notice also that, for n = 2m, new vertices on the same level are added, whereas none are added for n = 2rn + 1.
Backward residual spaces (FfJ are defined by
The following backward residuals provide a basis for Yt," :
where w ranges over the words of f such that [U)[ = n and w 5 0 (vertices in the "present/past" which are exactly at distance n from t). Finally, we introduce where w ranges over the words of f such that lwl 5 n and w v 0 (vertices at distance < n on the same level as t)
provide a basis of the forward residual spaces. Setting
we have dirnE,,, = 2 [ 9 1 .
Normalized Levinson recursions and whitening filters.
In the sequel, if X is a vector random variable, we shall denote by X' the same variable normalized by the inverse symmetric square root of its covariance matrix. We shall also need the following notations. Introduce According to these formulas, it turns out that the n-th order residuals are entirely determined by exactly n reflection coefflcients kl, ..., k,, although the n-th order residual spaces are of dimension approximately equal to 2[fl. The reflection coefficients are easily computed using scalar recursions involving scalar barycentric residuals only. More precisely, setting we get the so that the following constraint must be satisfled by the reflection coefflcient in order to avoid singular residuals for n even : and so that the following condition must hold for n odd: -1 < k, < I and For n = 1, the combination of the two forward residuals is replaced by t h e single one etp.
L=-

Further results.
Apart from the proofs of the two theorems above, the following further results can be found in [7] .
First, modelling filters are derived from the whitening filters of theorem 1. AR(n) processes we characterized by the property that, as expected, k,+, = 0 for m > 0; it is also shown that AR(n) processes are exactly the processes which possess an impulse response with support contained in the cylinder with axis ( Y -~)~? O and radius n -1, thus extending the result we have given for n = 1.
Second, it is shown that the above conditions on reflection coefficients are sufficient to guaranty the existence of an associated finite order AR process, and to guaranty that the corresponding modelling filters are stable when t moves away from -W.
Third, Schur recursions on formal power series are given that are the counterpart of the Schur recursions for ordinary time series. By the way, we provide an effective criterion to check whether a sequence (rn),,tO is the covariance sequence of a stationary process on the dyadic tree (Schur criterion).
Conclusion.
A new framework for multiscale statistical signal processing has been introduced. Its purpose is to provide a statistical toolbox to analyse properties of signals involving simultaneously time and scale. Stationary processes over the dyadic tree were borrowed from harmonic analysts for this purpose, and a new partial order was proposed to model causality in scale. AR processes were investigated and it has been shown that Schur-Levinson parametrizations play a crucial role. Finally, as expected from the introduced model, the restriction at a given scale (level) of a sample of such processes looks like a fractal, i.e. a rawlorn signal appearing similar whenever seen from either close or far away. For instance the figure 3 shows such a sample for an AR(1) process with k, = 0.99.
